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Couple games app android

Hopefully you're getting ready for a fun Halloween, but we wouldn't let October pass without rounding out the best Android games and Android apps released in the last 30 days. Both Google and Microsoft had a few really interesting new apps available this month. It was also a fantastic turnout for new



games where a lot of really AAA titles were released. We're always eager to hear what you've installed, so be sure to hit the comments with your new favorite apps. With it, we dele into the top 10 new Android apps released in October. Republique is a beautiful stealth adventure game about avoiding the
eye of Big Brother and exposing a totalitarian dystopian conspiracy. With the help of guard avoidance, clues collection and hacking abilities, the core of gaming has been wonderfully combined with a strong story, original voice actor and graphics with movie-quality motion-high motion abduction. There are
plenty of hidden goals to dig up, and three full episodes to enjoy. Grab a season pass and grab new episodes as soon as they're released, not to mention soaking in the developer's comment throughout the game. Secret of Mana is Super Nintendo's classic role-playing game lovingly transferred to Android
by Square Enix. Dive into real-time combat with a ring menu system that helps you adjust your tactics on the fly and soak in a lush high fantasy tale of angry gods and tyrants seeking unimaginable power. The secret of Mana for Android supports hardware drivers if you really want to emulate the old-
school experience. Wolf Among Us puts players in control of Bigby, a sheriff with a temperamental problem who also happens to be a wolf. The game takes place in Fabletown, and as you might expect, there are plenty of characters coming from some childhood story. They have to use magic to disguise
themselves and not harass new York citizens, although it's not always easy. The first episode begins with a encounter with Wolf's well-known opponent from Little Red Riding Hood, Woodsman. It's up to you how you handle every situation, and every decision has lasting effects on the rest of the story.
Don't be fooled by the roots of cartoonish art style or folklore; Wolf Among Us is an adult game with a lot of great things. Free, IAP – Download now Icewind Dale is a beloved D&amp;D game that has taken a leap into mobile. Old-school times immortalized the classic dungeon-digging battle, which will
remain tight on 2 May. edition advanced dungeons &amp; dragons rules, and rich fantasy plot branching dialogue options (much of which are original voice actors). Even out your party and earn a catch as usual, but there are a few welcome additions to the formula you've tried. Collaboration, multi-
platform multiplayer helps you team up with friends, experiment new series and categories by size and to equip dozens of new spells and objects. Botanical Botanical Machinarium creators, and similarly has an unhealthy art style and a d clear sense of humor. Guides an entourage of five small creatures
living in the forest through 150 carefully designed localities, each full of dangers. Botanicula is child-friendly, but not without charm for older audiences as well. Changes in perspective, challenging uses of the party's abilities and split-second decisions will certainly find even a hardened game entertaining.
Autodesk revamped its free-hand drawing app for Android, and the new version is fantastic. Fine-tun a wide range of brushes, some bundled, some available through the app. The layer editor and mirroring tool unlock the account after opening, and you can attach it to DeviantArt to share your belongings
immediately. Tablet and smartphone screen sizes are supported. SketchBook is worth downloading if you're doing doodling. Free, IAP – Download Now Inbox is Google's re-description of email processing, which bundles reminders and sums up similar messages together. Particularly important messages
bubble to the top, and Google goes ahead and pulls useful information from outside sources for specific messages. You can also snooze emails and reminders to delete threads that you're not directly involved in, or tasks that you can use right now. For now, you need an invitation to use the Inbox, but
Google seems to be giving them quite freely. Google also launched a bare-bones fitness tracker app this month that eventually connects to a wide range of apps and provides great support for Wear devices. AutoInput is a fantastic new extension for Tasker. You can use Auto-Start to automatically start
the touchscreen and enter events after a specific trigger. This means that you can now seamlessly automate interactions with any app on your Android device, even if there are no sort of tasker extensions for it. Activate airplane mode after a certain period of time, or log in after you make an audio
command. The feeds can also be used as triggers themselves. For example, a gesture on the Start screen can open an app, trigger a search query, or do anything your little heart wants. Tinkerers get a field day with AutoInput. djay 2 is a music app for professional mixers with all the online and hardware
connections you need. Drag songs from Spotify or use what you've saved locally. Mix directly with your Android smartphone or tablet or DJ MIDI controller. djay 2 can automatically sync the rhythm between two tracks and you can use all kinds of distortions, such as filter equalicorers, ports, and more. Put
your own sound samples in and mess around with the tempo any way you want. Anyone who wants to make music will find plenty of useful tools in djay 2. Journeys &amp; Notes is a social app that connects people to their journey to the plans. This is an interesting spin on location-based networks that
tend to focus on the destinations themselves. Leave tips, check in trips and connect with fellow passengers. Journey &amp; Notes is just one of an experimental app released by Microsoft this month, including Bing Torque, CityZen and Next Lock Screen. The end line! Some people are just really excited
to show off their burning passion for a particular comic, anime, TV show or movie. Certain people fill their rooms with official merchandise, while others begin their careers as writers or artists by writing or drawing their favorite characters in each of their songs. There's no limit to how you can express your
love. If you're a big fan of something but don't quite want to buy all the official and unofficial merchandise you can get your hands on and don't have the talent to get involved in things created by fans, don't despair. There is another way to show your enthusiasm and enjoy your favorite program on your
Android device. While they were mainly launched as marketing tactics, some official movie games give fans a way to enjoy their favorite movie in a completely different way. In fact, some people who have never heard of the movies on which these games were based ended up falling in love with the
source material by playing these games. Finding them in the Google Play Store can be a bit challenging, so we went ahead and looked for the best movie games available for Android devices. Although there are quite a few in the Google Play Store, only a few really stood out. Pirates of the Caribbean:
Master of the SeasPractically all have heard of the charismatic, if not hilariously drunk, Captain Jack Sparrow. In more than four films, the Pirates of the Caribbean franchise introduced us to a world where pirates roamed the Seven Seas and X marks the spot. However, the franchise originated from the
appeal of the theme tour of the same name in 1967, the last Disney theme park attraction to be overseen by Walt Disney itself. It wasn't long before the franchise expanded to include spinoff novels and numerous video games. One of them is available for both Android and iOS devices. Pirates of the
Caribbean: Master of the Seas lets you take your social gaming experience to a whole new level by combining a deep story with great graphics and compelling social gaming. You can become a pirate and build your own ship, collect your crew and go on an excursion. Playing this game is definitely not
lonely because you can invite your friends to expand your crew and become even stronger. With your power, fight other pirates to get rewards and increase your position. Equip your ship by purchasing cannons, weapons, amulets and upgrades. Fully prepared, explore exotic countries and buy real
estate. In Pirates of the Caribbean for Android AppBrainMen in Black 3, Who can forget the best, last and just hope for protection against the literal scum of the universe? First in Black debuted in 1997 and maybe we, only young people at the time, may never forget a grotesque cockroach stranger, a
small man who controls a man-shaped container, and a naturally talking dog. Don't let the agency know, because you may find yourself neuralysed. Fans of the Men in Black franchise enjoyed a third film just this year in 2012, but the franchise certainly didn't limit itself to the big screen. It also has a
television series under its belt and a couple of video games, but did you know that it really originated in comics? Sharing the name with the latest movie, Men in Black 3 is the game on your Android device that puts you in charge of the Men in Black organization. Your job is to train agents and assign them
to missions. Don't worry, you won't send them empty-handed. Equip them with a wide range of ordinary and not-so-standard weapons, including Neuralyzer, Deatomizer and the infamous Noisy Cricket. Build, expand, and develop your agency and collection of weapons so you can travel through time to
fight aliens in different areas of New York City. Don't worry, you won't face strangers alone. Invite your friends from Gameloft LIVE! and Facebook to watch your wall. Men In Black 3 for Android in AppBrainIce Age Village When we say the words Ice Age, a certain selection of people think of a time when
the world was covered in ice and dinosaurs were struggling to survive. However, another group of people think more or less about the same thing, but also about the hilarious animal chasing its acorn, a sloth that does not stop talking, mammoth and tiger. Ice Age has four films of its own and the latest just
this year in 2012, and also has a series of short films and television specials. Now this group of animals has come to your Android device. In Ice Age Village, Manny, Diego, Ellie and Sid decide to build a new village for their displaced friends after scrat acorn opened a crack in the earth's crust. Work hard
and build the most beautiful village for all crew lovers and family. Level up so you can use new animal species, cool buildings and unique decorations. Not only can you interact with the characters of your favorite Ice Age, but also go on fun missions and missions. You can even play minigames with
Scrat.Ice Age Village for Android AppBrainThe Green Hornet Crime FighterLet's take a moment's break from social gaming and immerse yourself in a good old-fashioned fighting style game. While much of the younger generation may be familiar with the 2011 film in which Seth Rogen and Jay Chou fill
the roles of the Green Hornet and Kato, the franchise began as early as 1936. What began as a radio show soon evolved from TV shows, comics, movies and more. It has now been expanded to include an Android game called Green Hornet Crime Fighter to help the Green Hornet and Disappear defend
their city against unscrupulous gangsters. All controls are displayed, and the basic directional cushion is located left side of the screen and various attacks on the right. It's not just about smashing virtual buttons and reducing your opponent's health to zero. Between each battle, the download screen will
give you special transfer weases. Perform those combinations for further damage. You need to install Adobe AIR if you haven't already installed, you need to if you want to play this game on your Android device. Green Hornet Crime Fighter For Android AppBrainPiranha 3DD: The GameAddens Piranha
movies, you're definitely thinking twice about getting in the water already. The original Piranha film was released in 1978 and received an update on the 2010 Piranha 3D. The 2012 film Piranha 3DD is not only double that of D, it is also double the action and double terror. What do animals do when they
find that their food source is dehydrated? Of course, they want more food sources. Based on a recent film of the same name, Piranha 3DD: the game puts you in the role of bloodthirsty and very hungry school prehistoric piranhas. After the horrors unleashed on Lake Victoria, they have now found their
way into a large wet water park and plan to sink their teeth into delicious human flesh. Players can enjoy strangling both small fish and humans to achieve higher scores and odds. While nothing can stop the sharp teeth of the pirans, there's a prey out there that fights back. Beware of poisonous jellyfish
and exploding barrels of oil. Grow your killer school by collecting eggs. 3DD: A game for Android on AppBrain Amazing Spider-ManA many of us may be afraid of spiders, but we're certainly not afraid of Spider-Man. Who wouldn't want to swing from place to place and crawl along walls and ceilings? If
you're one of the lucky few to have already seen The Amazing Spider-Man in cinemas, there's no doubt you'll want to relive Spidey's heroic adventure in this game. The Amazing Spider-Man shares the same name as the movie, and lets players clean up New York villains and super villains. You play the
story of the movie and you face Lizard and the gangs. You can conquer 25 missions, all inspired by the film. That's not all. Explore the five boroughs of Central Park, Business, Downtown, Pier and Residential and battle through a combination of melee, ranged and combined attacks. You want to play this
game? You need to buy it from the Google Play Store. That's not all. You will also need 2GB of free memory to install it on your Android device. If you want to know more about this newly released game app, check out our full review of Amazing Spider-Man. Captain America: Sentinel of LibertyThough
Captain America is not a new kid on the block, new generations were certainly a treat when they just didn't see Chris Evans play america's hero in the character's birth movie, also alongside other powerful heroes in The Avengers. There's a. Is. Watching Captain America inspires a little patriotism in the
viewer. Armed with shield and superhuman force and speed, Captain America drove through the chaos of World War II and stood up to Red Skull and his Hydra. Captain America: Guardian of Freedom, you take control of Steve Rogers as he races to save Falsworth, Dum Dum Dugan and Bucky. He
must go behind enemy lines on a possible suicide mission to free his friends. Through difficult terrain, take down enemy soldiers and, if you don't want to get too close to comfort, launch Cap's cover for long-range attacks. You can enjoy 24 levels, each with multiple trails and hidden areas. Download
Captain America: Guardian of Liberty today. It's available in the Google Play Store for a small fee. For Captain America Android, AppBrainThe Adventures of Tintin: The Secret of the UniconLet's step away from superheroes, pirates, animals and carnivory fish for a while and briefly go on a different
adventure with Tintin and his dog Snowy. This young supplier may be perhaps one of the earliest franchisees available on this list. Tintin, Snowy and the rest of the cast first appeared in 1907 in comics created by Georges Remi, writing under the name Hergé. The well-researched plots of the comic book
series dealt with swashbuckling adventures, mystery, political thrillers and science fiction. Just recently, Tintin and Snowy stepped out of colorful cartoon pages and gorgeous 3D on both the big screen and your Android device. The Adventures of the Tintins: Unicon's secret puts you in the role of our
anonymous hero as he sneaks past the guards, engages in exciting sword fights, piloting a plane, solving a puzzle and competing in a camel. But you can't just control Tintin. There are parts of the game where you take Tintin's trusted sidekig Snowy, the constantly drunk Captain Haddock and his
ancestor, the adventures of the legendary Sir Francis Haddock.Tintin for Android in AppBrainTruffula Shuffula - the LoraxThough film Lorax only recently blessed our cinema, this creature and his story is far from new. This children's book was written by Dr. Seuss and first published in 1972. On the
surface, it may have dazzled children with its rhymes, but it was actually about the plight of the environment and Lorax speaking for dying trees against the greedy Once-ler. The same year it was released, Lorax and his enemies, Once-ler appeared on TV screens. It wasn't until 2012 that this story
became a 3D film that reminded us all that greed eventually leads to the dwindling health of nature. Now both adults and children can play a more light-hearted game called Truffula Shuffula – Lorax for their Android devices. Take on the role of Lorax of the same name and create colorful clusters out of
three or object. If you know other similar object games like Bejeweled, this is a fun twist on the type of game. Everyone is separate, which makes it easy to play Truffula Shuffula for all ages. If you're stuck, you can mix objects by pressing the Shuffula button, but if you want to wake yourself up a little bit,
shake your phone. It confuses truffles and other objects. Truffula Shuffula - Lorax for Android in AppBrainReal Steel HD We may glue to our TVs whenever our favorite boxing champion faces a challenger, but in the future people will have switched to a different taste for boxing. Say goodbye to meat and
blood boxers and make way for 2,000-pound robots. Because they don't feel pain, they're fighting robot death. The film Real Steel followed the story of the former boxer and his robot goes against all odds. With great robots and aniamatronics created with a 3D computer, Real Steel was a dream to watch.
Now these heavy metal warriors are on your Android device. Real Steel allows you to participate in the same underground battle ring with two intense gaming modes. You go against the robots in the movie, but don't get too scared. The controls are easy to use and you drive through the time of your
opponent's health. If you want to be part of the mechanical combat function, get Real Steel for free from the Google Play Store.Real Steel HD for Android in AppBrain Movie Game Apps, you can relive the adventure of your favorite movie from the comfort of your Android device. Take them with you so you
can explore the world of your favorite character whenever you want, whether you're waiting for your ride, being at school or queuing up at the cinema to see your favorite movies again. Which of these movie apps is on your device? What movie and movie app do you really leave? 10-0.
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